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period between the close of the Crimean War and the Egyptian
campaign of 1882—the first waged by the new army—was one
of slow but complete transition.
The first and indeed only immediate effect of our Crimean
experiences took the form of a remodelling of the higher adminis-
trative system, which, as then constituted, involved a division
of responsibility between nine independent and often mutually
conflicting offices. These were in 1855 reduced to two; of
the four principal authorities the Secretary of War and the
Ordnance Board were swept away, leaving the Secretary of
State for War at the War Office responsible for the civil, and the
Commander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards for the military
departments connected with the army. This system, which
was at all events less anomalous than that which had preceded
it, endured for fifteen y£ars.
The three years, 1858-1860, were epoch-making in the
history of our military organisation—only less important than
the vital period ten years later,when our modernBritish army was
born.   The establishment of the present Staff College in iSfSwas
followed next year by two very far-reaching changes.    The first
of these, the reconstitution of the Indian army, was of course a
direct result of the great Mutiny which had just been suppressed
at a heavy cost of blood and treasure.    The events of the Mutiny
itself will be dealt with in a subsequent chapter ; but its effects
on the organisation of the army fall naturally into their place
here.   Briefly it was a question whether, now that the responsi-
bility for the government of India had been definitely assumed
by the Crown, the proportion of white troops necessary for the
defence of the country should be provided by the British army
or should form a separate force raised and equipped specially
for that purpose.   After prolonged discussion, and in the face of
no little opposition from many whom long residence in India
and honourable service under *' John Company " rendered
perhaps more mindful of past glories than of present necessities,
the former course was adopted.   The nine white battalions
maintained by the East India Company were incorporated in
the British army, and the contingent to be maintained in the
country and charged to the revenues of the Indian Government
was fixed at a round figure of 80,000 of all arms.    The native
army, much of which had disappeared during the turmoil of
the revolt, was completely reorganised.   The number of infantry
battalions was reduced by amalgamation or disbandment^to
142, and that of the cavalry regiments to 42 ; and the native
artillery was for all practical purposes abolished.   This process
took much time, not being completed till 1865, and even then
much had still to be done before the Indian army system could

